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He is the author of more than 140 books, including Bear's Day Out, Michael Rosen's Sad Book, Poems for
the Very Young, Three Feet Small, and We're Going on a Bear Hunt. Tony Ross is the author and illustrator
of The Boy Who Cried Wolf , Centipede's 100 Shoes , I Don't Want to Go to Bed! , and Stone Soup , among
others.
Bob the Bursting Bear: Michael Rosen, Tony Ross
Leaving Toy School for his new home, Bob the Bear thinks he knows all there is to being loved and cuddled.
But in the end it is a surprising and unusual talent that helps him most of all . . . To ask other readers
questions about Bob the Bursting Bear, please sign up. Be the first to ask a question ...
Bob the Bursting Bear by Michael Rosen - Goodreads
Bob the Bursting Bear. Leaving Toy School for his new home, Bob the Bear thinks he knows all there is to
being loved and cuddled. But in the end it is a surprising and unusual talent that helps him most of all . . .
Bob the Bursting Bear | Michael Rosen
Bob the Bursting Bear by Michael Rosen - book cover, description, publication history.
Bob the Bursting Bear by Michael Rosen - Fantastic Fiction
"Leaving Toy School for his new home, Bob the Bear thinks he knows all there is to being loved and cuddled.
But in the end it is a surprising and unusual talent that helps him most of all."--Publishers.
Bob the bursting bear (Book, 2013) [WorldCat.org]
"Leaving Toy School for his new home, Bob the Bear thinks he knows all there is to being loved and cuddled.
But in the end it is a surprising and unusual talent that helps him most of all."--Publisher.
Bob the bursting bear (Book, 2013) [WorldCat.org]
Bob the bear goes to Toy School in preparation for being placed with a family. However, the family he goes to
doesn't seem very interested in him. Bob hatches a plan to win them over. It was an original story and the
illustrations were good, but I felt sorry for Bob and the lengths he had to go to in order to be loved.
Bob the Bursting Bear by Michael Rosen - goodreads.com
"Leaving Toy School for his new home, Bob the Bear thinks he knows all there is to being loved and cuddled.
But in the end it is a surprising and unusual talent that helps him most of all ..."--Page 4 of cover.
Bob the bursting bear (Book, 2012) [WorldCat.org]
Michael Rosen is a children's novelist and poet who was appointed the UK Children's Laureate for
2007â€“2009. He is the author of more than 140 books, including Bear's Day Out, Michael Rosen's Sad
Book, Poems for the Very Young, Three Feet Small, and We're Going on a Bear Hunt.
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Michael Rosen is one of the best-known figures not only in the children's book world but also the British arts
scene. His first book of children's poems was published in 1974, and he has gone on to write numerous
award winning children's poetry books, picture books and non-fiction, such as Quick, Let's Get Out of Here
and We're Going on a Bear Hunt.
Bob the Bursting Bear | BookTrust
Leaving Toy School for his new home, Bob the Bear thinks he knows all there is to being loved and cuddled.
But in the end it is a surprising and unusual talent that helps him most of all . . .
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